GORDON RESEARCH CONFERENCE AND SEMINAR ON DRUG RESISTANCE

Strategies to Disrupt Resistance in Infectious Disease, Cancer and Agriculture

Bryant University, Smithfield, RI

Gordon Research Seminar
June 25-26, 2022

Forum for graduate students, post-doctoral researchers to present and exchange new data, innovative techniques, and cutting-edge ideas.

Keynote Speaker
Professor Paul Workman FMedSci, FRS
Chief Executive and President of The Institute of Cancer Research

Gordon Research Conference
June 26-July 1, 2022

The 2022 Drug Resistance GRC will assemble a multi-disciplinary group of basic, field and clinical scientists to discuss common issues in resistance.

Topics

GRC Speakers
Richard Alm • Sarah Amend • Nitin Baliga • Alina Baum • Peter Belenky
Sarat Chandrarlapaty • Emily Derbyshire • Eloise Dray • David Epstein
Christopher Ford • Neha Garg • Sophie Helaine • Eachen Johnson
Yoshitomo Kikuchia • Funda Meric-Bernstam • Houra Merrikh • Adam Palmer
Pradip Rathod • Mark Rolfe • Susan Rosenberg • Seva Rostovtsev • Jacob Scott
Dimpy Shah • Eugene Shahknovich • Paul Turner • James Welsh • Paul Workman • Pamela Yeh

Plus short talks chosen from abstracts

For more details and online registration visit us at:
https://www.grc.org/drug-resistance-grs-conference/2022/
https://www.grc.org/drug-resistance-conference/2022/